DYNABOOK UPDATES RANGE TO BRING 11TH GEN INTEL® CORE™
PROCESSORS TO KEY DEVICES
•

Satellite Pro L50-J and Tecra A30-J equipped with upgraded Intel
processors and enhanced memory
• Further processors added to Satellite Pro C40 range

11 January 2021, Neuss, Germany – Today, Dynabook Europe GmbH announces updates to
three business devices targeted at the business and education market. The Tecra A30-J and
Satellite Pro L50-J are updated with the latest 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors and DDR4
memory, while the Satellite Pro C40-G now features additional 10th Gen Intel® Celeron®
processors and DDR4 memory up to 16GB. The addition of Celeron® processors allows the
C40-G to meet a broader range of specifications and price points, making it ideal for the
budget-conscious professional or student.
Ready for life on the move
Each of the refreshed devices has been designed with portability, productivity and usability
front of mind. Weighing just 1.2kg, with up to 14 hours¹ of battery life, the 13.3” A30-J can
keep users productive throughout the working day wherever their location. The 15” L50-J
boasts up to 10 hours¹ of use on one charge and weighs from just 1.7kg**, while the 14” C40G provides up to 8 hours¹ of use at just 1.55kg. Narrow bezel designs around bright anti-glare
screens make the devices ideal for even the most challenging lighting conditions, each
boasting a range of screen types and brightness levels, too. All three devices are equipped
with a large keyboard and ClickPad, with supporting Precision Touchpad for comfortable allday typing and navigation.
The new models have been designed with the most demanding worker and student in mind.
They all boast a robust chassis within distinguished, sleek exterior designs. The surface of the
Satellite Pro C40-G has even been painted with a special anti-bacterial coating to protect users
from the growth of bacteria. Tested2 at a level of 99.9%, users can trust that these paint coated
surfaces will not be a breeding ground for bacteria.
“Our goal is to use the latest and most appropriate technology to empower our wide spectrum
of customers in their daily work – from students to professionals,” said Damian Jaume,
President, Dynabook Europe GmbH. “That’s why we are broadening the range of products
available with the latest 11th Gen Intel® Core™ processors, and at the same time harnessing
Intel 10th Gen processor technology to provide even more affordable models in the C40-G
range.”
Stay connected, no matter where you are
Each device has been built with a range of ports and connectivity options so users maintain
productivity irrespective of their location. A USB Type-C port gives charge, connect, display
and transfer data functions to each device via a single port, while a full-size HDMI port and
optional USB-C dock provide further peripheral connectivity. In addition, the devices include
further USB3.1 ports – two on the C40-G and A30-J and three on the L50-J. A micro SD card

slot accommodates portable storage needs. When it comes to wireless, along with each
device’s Gigabit LAN port, the A30-J and L50-J are equipped with Wi-Fi 6 and the C40-G is
equipped with WiFi 802.11 AC, enabling easy and quick connections to the Internet. By
supporting fast 1TB PCIe SSD**, the Satellite Pro L50-J provides further flexibility in terms of
performance and storage capacity.
The A30-J, L50-J and C40-G allow users to easily communicate and collaborate with customers,
colleagues and peers, too. Each device is fitted with an 2MP FHD Webcam**, stereo speakers
and an in-built Cortana-enabled microphone, with the option for users to pair their own
headphones via Bluetooth or through the mic/headphone combo slot.
Secure at the core
Protecting company and employee data and assets is a multi-faceted challenge. That’s why
the A30-J, L50-J and C40-G are equipped with Trusted Platform Module (TPM) 2.0 along with
user and admin password capabilities to prevent unauthorised access, as well as sign-in via a
fingerprint scanner (SecurePad). Beyond this, a security lock slot helps prevent physical theft,
while the A30-J and L50-J both feature an optional smartcard slot to match specific security
requirements. A webcam shutter slider is also built in to the L50-J** for further privacy.
All new devices will be available from February 2021. For more information about the
dynabook range please visit: http://emea.dynabook.com/
-ENDS-

** Subject to configuration
¹ Measured with Mobile Mark™ 2014. Mobile Mark is a trademark of Business
Applications Performance Corporation and in tests carried out up to and including 11 January
2021
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Tested by Japanese Industrial Standards (Z 2801)
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Connect Online
Visit our website for the latest product details and specifications and visit our blog for
additional information. Alternatively, connect with us on our social media channels: Twitter
and LinkedIn.
About Dynabook Inc.
Formerly operating as Toshiba Client Solutions Co. Ltd, Dynabook Inc is now wholly owned by
Sharp Corporation. With over three decades of engineering excellence, Dynabook Inc

continues to deliver products and solutions of the highest quality and reliability to support our
partners and customers in achieving their goals
For more information, please visit: http://emea.dynabook.com/

